SNOMED International Tools

Welcome to SNOMED International Tools

This space contains information on a number of the SNOMED International Tools and Services that are made available and have been developed within the Open Tooling Framework

### Tooling for Users
- Tooling Landing Page

### Architecture
- Architecture Blueprint

---

### Tools & Services

#### Tooling Landing Page

To access the tools dashboard as user (you will need to already have a user account and access) please go to the Tooling Landing Page

#### Service Management
- IHTSDO Service Management

#### Technical Services Space
- Technical Services

#### OTF Mini-site
- http://ihtsdo.github.io

#### SNOMED International GitHub Repository
- https://github.com/IHTSDO

#### Service Status
- http://status.ihtsdotools.org

#### Privacy Policy
- IHTSDO Tools Privacy Policy